RULE SUBMISSION TEMPLATE
Rule Proposal Title
Adding single mag injected nitromethane fueled classes to Competition Eliminator.

Author Name and Membership Number
Postal Address
Email Address
Phone Number
Rulebook Reference

Not Applicable. Adding classes to Competition Eliminator.

What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

To give current and future single mag injected nitro cars a place to race.
1. By having a non-supercharged nitromethane fuelled class provides new racers to use nitro as
stepping stone to the professional categories where supercharged nitromethane is used.
2. All nitromethane fuelled classes are popular with spectators and putting the new classes into Comp
will introduce a measure of excitement.
3. Currently competing under the Exhibition Category there are four current race cars that testing that
would fall into the classes suggested. All current racers would happily shift from Exhibition to Comp.
Proposed Amendment

Add classes of cars including front engine dragster, rear engine dragsters, altereds and funny
cars to Competition Eliminator.
To add single ignition source, non-supercharged, nitromethane fuelled racing to Competition
Eliminator. This adds to the Eliminator and does not affect any other class.

Classes Effected

Competition Eliminator.
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

As recommended in the proposal that all cars meet relevant SFI Chassis Recommendations and
also meet all Supercharged Alcohol safety standards, even though nitromethane is barely
flammable.
Fact is that is the challenge all nitro racers have is to light the fuel, once it is lit in the confined
space of the cylinder and only in the confined space of the cylinder are the benefits of
nitromethane revealed.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

Any class that provides a stepping stone for new racers to migrate into the Professional
Categories is a smart move and never discount the entertainment value of vehicles using the
snap crackle and pop of nitromethane.
It is routinely considered that it is the nitromethane fuelled cars that brings the crowds to
the race track.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

Comp is struggling for enough competitors to host an event, this will put more cars on the track.
There is a lot of DYO racing in Drag Racing today, and DYO certainly has its place, but
Competition Eliminator is the place for racers who want to tune for optimum performance. Comp
Eliminator is the place for the fellows that you might imagine being right at home in a white lab
coat. But due to costs today often Competition Eliminator struggles to garner enough entrants to
hold a quorum. Including the cars that are currently running in Exhibition to Comp would go a
long way to resolve this.
What many will soon learn is that by using nitromethane as a fuel, the benefits of very expensive
cylinder heads is greatly diminished because nitromethane fuel does not require large air flows
and high rpm. At a 2-1 stoichiometric ratio pouring the fuel in the cylinder is relatively easy, just
lighting it can be the challenge as a fuel nitromethane is barely flammable.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

All classes in Competition Eliminator race based on National Records.
As each class learns how to go quicker they reset the records and everyone must race based on
some prior performance of a car in the same class. It rewards both ingenuity and diligence all
admiral qualities that advance the human condition.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

Same as the rest of the cars in Comp.
The class structure is based on easily visible markers such as chassis type, engine design and
transmission options. After that it is based on pounds per cubic inch engine displacement just
like all other Competition Eliminator class cars are.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.
Single mag injected nitro is a low cost power adder class. When competing in any class that incorporates a power adder the use of
the power adder cost is calculated two ways. Initial cost and running expenses.
A supercharged or turbocharged engine the cost must consider the expense of the hardware that is added to the engine. With
single mag injected nitro the cost is very low since often it is just a set of nozzles and maybe a larger fuel pump. It can be said,
although it is incorrect, that the ongoing cost of the nitro fuel is so much higher than methanol and the fuel consumption rate with
nitro is much higher than the consumption rate of the cheaper methanol. This is true but does not consider the running costs of the
supercharged methanol engines. The supercharged methanol options as a power adder must always consider the supercharger
maintenance if you wish to maintain the level of competition that is necessary to win. The real hidden factor is the life of the
crankshaft on supercharged methanol applications. The elephant in the room is the fact that if you are overdriving your
supercharger enough to be competitive the life of the crankshaft is severely shortened by the load the drive belt puts on the
crankshaft. Having raced and won three Top Alcohol Championships in the USA I found that if you got about thirty runs on a
crankshaft you had gotten good life out of your crankshaft. Usually competitive supercharged methanol engines see enough RPM’s
that the valve train life is relatively short. Both of these concerns in a single mag injected nitro engine simply does not exist thus
making this type of power adder very appealing to a racer.
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